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SATURDAY AFTERNOON AT THE MOVIES 
 

how can we recuperate what we saw on the screen 

both of us peering deep into the fault-line of infinity 

when two is only the multiple of one the self without 

its mask the pronoun of indivisibility and oblivion 

what was ever achieved looking on the other side 

where squads of angels lacking total recall  

cluster around the fever-point turning inside out 

and speaking to us through megaphones of fists 

warned us not to go further east where copies of 

the solar homophone prepare to destroy the sky 

all memory is poured into a siphon leaving us void 

empty figures to whom no shadows belong static 

in our perception that we are the center of nowhere 

silhouettes in a camera-eye that transfigures night 

and the countless unnamed celestial bodies into  

mere negatives shapeless unimaginable content  

both of us on the border separating space from time 

playing with figures drawn from the origins of sleep 

the size of the mind ! illusion of existence and death 

puppets of thought toys and maps lucid imitations 

creating and erasing experiences in an instant  

and call that living ! commerce of glass and mirage 

to stop on the first step and invent cigarettes and 

booze the stammering practice of impersonation 

teenage impostors irreverent dialects hills ! 

the rapture of statues in their perfect instability 

to eternalize noon irreversible instant of recognition 

we were there looking at the person in the coffin 

it was no one if not you or I mistaken corollaries 

of ourselves zygotes ruminant spermatozoa  

specks of amnesia and longing in perpetuity 

walking the Logos like a twelve-bar blues 

understanding nothing of the algebra of breath 

two and two always just one on the finite dot 

disregarding the daily toss of the I Ching 

the supplication to bonzes burned in defiance 

of the laws of warfare and peace the virtual   

assessment of the time remaining before the Bust 

cops and drug-traffickers trading egos  
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in the airport bar three in the morning when 

Saint John of the Cross in hallucinatory tuxedo 

stands to read the poem called The Great Crossing 

nothing is stable in this very instant of transformation 

visionary duplicates and hiatus of cosmic cessation 

I am the punctuation intended to define you ! 

neither of us anywhere in sight a pair of kids 

scared to go home sitting in a dark movie theater 

waiting for the horse to come around the bend 

this time without its rider  
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THE BOTTOM OF THE SWIMMING POOL 

                        Chi è costui che senza morte 

                           va per lo regno della morta gente? 
 

always the same month day hour minute week 

muffled cries and shouts from the diving board 

barely reach the tar-patched concrete bottom  

body parts red cloth coverings the eight thousand 

girls born on the same day as the Buddha all 

here in two piece swim-suits eyes and voices like 

a radio that can’t be turned off the famous sky 

one remove from death looming menacingly low 

the intimations and warnings of a finality in 

the soundless echoes booming from life-guards 

bronzed like unrecognized deities perched on  

canvas chairs overlooking the escape routes 

to Shangri-La and the seven nether levels below 

the Himalayas where the fates design forgeries 

of illegible poetry attached to eyes opened  

forever underwater and the surprise waking 

to a borrowed daylight fusion of jazz and grass 

everything akimbo immensely silent mirrors 

in reverse upside down as the cosmos really is 

playing Medusa with Friday night’s date  

sixty fathoms under where diving bells grow 

loud and incandescent with insane love lyrics 
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a chrysalis of pure sand bursting in the ears 

and a red light that says the holiday’s over  

neon goldfish satellites of the moon weaving 

through the phantoms of drowned planets 

the ominous copies of rebirths and deaths 

jingle ringing of unseen musical instruments 

slash and plunge of corpses looking for breath 

in the plangent expired depths of summer 

hands tingling for an inch of future and mouths 

opened to the eventualities of kissing the Mystery 

coming up for air lungs like exaggerated drums 

the world returns with its deadly black sun 

afloat belly up on the surf of the galactic sea 

in an instant the overwhelming absence of eternity 

sets the vivid phenomena of hue and sound  

spinning phantasmagoria of memory and dreams 

together in a blurred photographic time-lapse 

when the multiple pronouns of oblivion speak ! 

as if night had turned itself into an infinite day 

when the gorgeous zombies of adolescence spent 

whole afternoons in the subaquatic secrets 

learning nothing and forgetting everything 
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THE BAFFLEMENT 
 

the universe is a prisoner of mind ! 

language is a tumult of noise without echoes 

no one says anything without dying first 

in the graveyard of thought and when it’s over 

and the galaxies are plunging in reverse 

and phenomena of matter are still-born 

on the photographic negative what’s to say ? 

statues have their fill of sound and meaning 

noon is the spark and the lengthening shadows 

the vowel that assembles the distances of light 

and time and Lo to sleep in the nook where 

grass has its origins and the novelty of leaves 
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burgeoning across the air-waves and the spokes 

of the wheel and the sun itself a newborn ! 

the Buddha is jabbering in his saffron rag 

and walking up and down the mountain  

looking for the cave of eternal repose and what  

a joy poetry is in its occidental hexameters 

and growing up to read one day a few lines 

and exclaim ! but the sadness of delight 

the chrome and abuse of adolescence the motors 

left running and the cavities where memory 

struggles to disown itself is it a wonder  

we are waiting for the Reunion and heat 

blessing the circle of ideas and the fields 

of sudden and emptiness yearning for wheat 

to become bread and to sit around the table 

not knowing who each of us is or are 

eyes wide to the arc of sky and searching 

insecure of hand and property for what the mind 

has to teach if today is the one and success 

is no measure at all we fail at knowing 

in the end anything but the beauties of once 

now but the sovereign mystery how it ends  

the cosmos in its unreality as we are too 
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TO THE IMMOBILE GODS  

not the immortality but the immobility  

of the thirty-three gods noise of their renown 

is all plague and theater meaningless words 

what are we to them ? a tree uprooted  

a defense system or the abscess of thought 

many are the childhood moments of eternity 

rolling down the park slope greenery before 

unconscious night takes over the dim 

repartition of nation states in the back brain 

full text dissolved just by waking again as 

butterfly or worm in the sand and vowels 
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flung to the winds or caught in the lace 

of leaf and ivy struggling to give sound 

to mind the unopened envelope of repercussion 

and envy and search the trilobite for sense 

and feelings the screen cannot hold back  

raids of fireflies and lunar moths the dance 

a particular consonant gives to experience 

by daybreak to ask if the sun is nothing more 

than an automatic syllable black and lethal 

the rigid homophone of apparent motion 

it is statues we are fixed in amnesia and loss 

the excess of play and overture as breath 

looking for a last escape route we call out to 

the immobile and futile deities for this spare 

instant of irreversible rumor if anything  

can ever come back if the nodule and focus 

of a buried myth the vocalic shape of memory 

disguise and pronoun of the masks of dream 

shadow entities of verbiage and grace phantoms 

of reverie and longing islands lost in light 

the turbulence of a single finger cut from 

the main dizzy in the weary monopoly of grass 

what a rendition of being ! motors of silence 

the increment of space where we are tossed 

asleep awake half-dead oracles of doubt 

it was a minute past the end of time when 

we last set the prayer wheel moving  
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THE REAWAKENING 
 

what’s the difference—eighty or three thousand years ? 

sooner or later even the gods of the unconscious die 

grass and the mutations of children’s voices high 

in the immobile air of eternity what can you hear ? 

a flute a paradigm of noise the rush of the years 

through a broken reed the nascent sun in its saddle 

of quicksilver and bitumen all Hail ! language  

is an imperfection marble quarried for human effigies 

the combs and wattle the bruised knees and concrete 

cities ! how many can exist side by side without burning 

here was a stump stricken by lightning and there 

on the road’s third margin the trees of infinite sorrow 

where winters dwell in dead hives longing for a taste 

it is a disease to wake and walk again and swell 

the mirrors with the adder of pride and summon  

from the depths of night mantras of recall and dying 

how much effort in the thumbnail ! deserts and islands 

the plangent sense of humans toiling to make a shape 

and to alert the skies about the flight and fall of planets 

why did we ever give them names ? step aside it is 

a moment of silence for the commonly buried for  

urging of inconstancy for the mind to come forth 

for what it is an embattled insect with a foreign accent 

listen to the radio ! it is almost never the day you think 

nor in the transparent grammar of memory the summer 

or the water or even the dust we must endure lying 

abed with a breathless heat dazed and delirious  

I know that ! I am that ! and lapse like a stained leaf 

into the passing breeze forever the longing for form 

the impossibility of being duplicate a copy a mere 

vessel for sound and the heightened loss of awareness 

consonants of the ring sliding from use a hand 

that grasps for itself but not its other what a maze ! 

it can happen always when least expected the trained 

eye fixed inward waiting for the syllable of light 

the ear that darkens in its ultimate lunation 

mountains ! soon the accident of the future sleep 

the gravel and the wheel that cannot return 

the window ! 
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AN ELEGY :  
 

the exact moment when the body decides  

or the fiction of the soul wending sky-ward 

a bliss to have shed leaf and twig raiment 

of earthly brevity the clouds in the their hapax 

legomenon dot the atmospheres with a fatal 

punctuation of never again and a finger 

somewhere in the below of memory goes 

on its own through darkening seas of grass 

a lone butterfly bearing the dust of eons on 

its transparent tinted wings aflutter eyeing 

the solar homophone signals a complex code 

of immortality’s short-lived hour and vanishes 

a blur of hues in no one’s recollection and what 

of the endeavor to classify and record  

sounds and depictions of noise the syntax 

of communication between statues or the grand 

perplexity of humans to erect monuments to 

the mind’s staggering failures in porous rock 

or pages of limestone and asbestos entire 

histories of snail and curlew mythologies 

that create gods out of the gravel and water 

that runs down into the famous grottos 

where they say Eurydice still wanders dazed 

in the broken promise of light and shade 

we are here at once then are not a futility 

of illusion deception and repercussion 

remembering a time when eternity was 

the imminent fraction of time when amazed 

we recognized then forgot what we recognized 

and went on playing on swings and slides  

in the park that exists just outside  

the House of phantomatic absences 
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THE DESTROYED WORK OF PHILIP LAMANTIA 
 

the unspeakable poem a lesion in the faint air 

winnowing around the leaf the what can never 

be said or memorized nor written on the conscious 

brow intimations of a former life the being and 

existence of unrecorded sound the levity and breadth 

of a censored thought the vagabond brain with its 

copies of Rimbaud and Baudelaire resonance of 

a brittle century the futile orient of inspiration 

grounding a note in the broken reed and playing 

each finger an octave higher than the last brim 

with those hell-goers who themselves betrayed  

bone and oracle of imperfection sense and noise 

the colossal vowel that destroys everything and 

let the sun busy its wake in the shattered lamp 

and hooves echo sparking the celestial cement 

we are fictions with parasols made of eyelids  

and dance the ferried consonant of eternity 

into its midnight abscess deed and function to 

honor the dead the conduits of memory the frail 

non-consequence of breath here on the other side 

plateaus of nasturtium and regret bonzes playing 

fire against fire in the tumultuous extra month 

predicted by Orpheus floating downstream his 

head the immense gravity the shell the void 

and hollow of the train of verses ricocheting in 

the quarry where stone-cutters carve destinies out 

of living rock assigning name and pronoun to shapes 

like unto Venus and Daphne the fluid ornaments 

of mythical paralysis the aphasia and breakdown 

of the nerve the fossil tongue the blinded pupil 

the cataract and pornography of mental progress 

the worm distilled from smoke rising from number Three 

dichotomies of insane privilege bedlam and sweat-shop  

spinal refractions the impulse to alcohol and drugs 

righteous nonsense the abstract painting of Mind 

and et cetera the recitation in the weapons depot 

of the famous poetries of India and Spain and Lorca 

against the wall riddled with bullets of silver shadow 

whose fist does not anger at these obscenities ? 

poetry ! the give and take of an empty body a world 

outside the world a quake inside the thinking knee 


